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Research Activities - Research Support Center 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

In this first fiscal year of the Medium-term Plan (Phase II), the category of development-based 

collaborative research represented by fixed-term assistant professors was established in addition to the 

conventional collaborative research of basic and scientific research. Under this framework, nineteen 

collaborative research projects (excluding branches of basic research), including collaborative research 

with exhibitions in mind, collaborative research based on collection materials, and open-application 

collaborative research, were conducted. For the open-application collaborative research, one new project 

was initiated in addition to another continued from the previous fiscal year. Collaborative research for 

studies conducted by the National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU) concerning Japan-related 

documents and artifacts located in other countries was categorized as NIHU-related collaborative research 

and as collaborative research at the National Museum of Japanese History (NMJH) to strengthen its 

implementation. 

 

The plan for new collaborative research projects and the achievements of completed projects were 

discussed at the initiative of the Research Support Center at the museum and then reported to the 

Collaborative Research Committee (including outside committee members), which was set up by the 

Executive Council to reflect a broad array of opinions from the academic world. The invitation of public 

applications for open-application collaborative research was also continued, and two projects to be 

initiated in the next fiscal year were approved. Collaborative researchers recruited by public application 

were also involved in three projects, and new collaborative researchers were recruited and approved by 

public application for one project for the next fiscal year. Through these activities, efforts were made to 

enhance and strengthen the collaborative use of the museum as an inter-university research institute. 

 

Seven research projects were conducted as international exchange projects among three countries and 

seven research organizations, including one organization that newly committed to an international 

exchange agreement and two organizations that renewed agreements. Two international symposiums and 

two international research meetings were held. Three long-term and five short-term foreign researchers 

were invited under a system fostering the relationship between the museum’s basic research projects and 

the potential development of international exchange projects. 

 

In addition, a system to promote systematic collaborative research with domestic research organizations 



was arranged, and an exchange agreement was made with two research organizations. Among these 

projects, a research project will be conducted with one organization as a domestic exchange project, and a 

collaborative scientific research project will be initiated with another during the next fiscal year. 

 

With regard to improving the research environment, it was decided to use the second temporary 

warehouse, which had been used to store museum collections under the supervision of the Museum 

Resource Center, as the second stack room of the library. The space of the library was considerably 

reduced, with some library resources relocated. The after-hours operation of the library, which was 

permitted with some limitations the previous fiscal year, became effective with the introduction of a card 

key and book detection system. 

 

Hiroo AOYAMA 

Director, Research Support Center 
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Collaborative Research 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

Collaborative research refers to projects undertaken in cooperation with researchers from around Japan 

and overseas by NMJH in its capacity as an inter-university research institute. The research themes are 

based on contemporary research trends in Japanese history and culture. One characteristic feature of this 

research is that it is firmly rooted in interdisciplinary and empirical research that links history, 

archaeology, folklore, and related fields, since NMJH was established as an inter-university research 

institute in 1981. 

 

Collaborative research is based on four pillars: basic research, scientific research, development-based 

collaborative research, and NIHU-related collaborative research. Basic research examines 

interdisciplinary topics based on major research themes and focuses on human agency and history. 

Scientific research creates a methodological basis for new historical research and makes the museum 

collections available through advanced digitalization systems. While these two form the core of 

collaborative research, development-based collaborative research aims to nurture young researchers to 

become fixed-term assistant professors and ensures that collaborative research as a whole produces results 

by investigating emerging topics with the potential for further exploration. NIHU-related collaborative 

research, which was initiated during this fiscal year, is to be conducted at the initiative of NMJH based on 

topics set by the NIHU. 

 

During fiscal year 2010, collaborative research was performed on twenty-three topics, comprising six 

basic research topics, fifteen scientific research topics, and two development-based collaborative research 

topics. One basic research topic and eight scientific research topics were initiated during this fiscal year. 

The following discussion centers on these new collaborative research topics. 

 

[Basic Research] 

The basic research project “A General Study on the Formation of Folklore Representations” has been 

underway, along with “Ethnography of Nature and Technology,” a study of modern technologies and 

livelihoods, and a study of the relationship between regional development and the conservation of culture 

entitled “Conservation and Use of Culture in Regional Development.” These three projects will contribute 

to the renovation of exhibitions in fiscal year 2012 (Heisei 24) (March 2013). During this fiscal year, 



“The Formation of Historical Representation and Consumer Culture” commenced as a study of the use of 

tradition in the development of popular merchandise in modern times. Along with “A General Study for 

Establishing a New Image of the Ancient Period,” all these projects are examples of the “Museum-based 

Research Integration” targeted by NMJH, in which collaborative research boosts the academic foundation 

for opening and renovating new permanent exhibitions. 

 

[Scientific Research] 

This fiscal year, the following research projects were started: “Research on Painting Materials, Production, 

and Distribution from the Edo Period to the Early Meiji Period” (as part of the Analysis of Scientific 

Materials); “Research on Advanced Applications of Digital Information for Historical Studies,” 

“Research on the Changes in Customs of Funeral and Grave Systems Before, During, and After the Rapid 

Economic Growth Period: Focusing on the Analysis and Follow-up Study of ‘Collection of Materials on 

the Death, Funeral Rites, and Grave Systems,’” “Research on the Production of Japanese Ethnographic 

Films and Their Use as Research Materials,” “General Study on Technology and Craftsmen in the Middle 

Ages,” “General Study on the Urban Structure of Sakai Shown in the ‘Grand Map of Sakai in 1689’ of the 

Genroku Period,” and “Comprehensive Research on the Formation Process of the Literate Culture in 

Ancient East Asia” (six studies as part of Research on the Advanced Digitalization of Historical 

Materials); and “Verification and Reconstruction of Historical Descriptions in the Contemporary History 

Exhibition” (as part of Academic Research Related to Museums). 

 

[Development-based Collaborative Research] 

Two new development-based collaborative research projects were started: “History of the Relationship 

between Human Activities and Plant Utilization in the Jomon Period” and “Folklore Research on 

Migration of People and Its Dynamic State.” 

 

[NIHU-related Collaborative Research] 

As branches of the joint inter-institutional research “Comprehensive Research on Human Cultural 

Resources,” three new research projects were initiated: “Study of the Advanced Digitalization of Shosoin 

Archives,” “Resource Studies on Early Modern Life and Industrial Changes,” and “Scientific Research on 

the Preservation and Use of Films as Historical Research Materials.” As part of “Research on 

Japan-related Documents and Artifacts Overseas,” which targets international collaborative research of 

Japan-related documents and artifacts located in other countries, two research projects were started: 

“Basic Research on Materials Collected in Pre-modern (19th-century) Japan Including Materials on 

Father and Son Siebold” and “Research on Overseas Materials on Japanese Immigrants and Their 

Environment in Early Modern and Modern Times.” The project “Research on Paintings and Geographical 

Books Depicting Medieval and Early Modern Cities: Kyoto and Edo” was proposed. 



 

Among these research projects, three (“Research on Painting Materials, Production, and Distribution from 

the Edo Period to the Early Meiji Period,” “Research on Advanced Applications of Digital Information 

for Historical Studies,” and “Research on Changes in Customs of Funeral and Grave Systems Before, 

During, and After the Rapid Economic Growth Period: Focusing on the Analysis and the Follow-up Study 

of ‘Collection of Materials on the Death, Funeral Rites, and Grave Systems’”) invited public applications 

for collaborative researchers, and six of seven public applicants were employed. As for collaborative 

research expenditures, grants approved for each project were used effectively from the perspective of 

choice and a focus on newly emphasized basic research projects. Expenses for overseas exchanges were 

covered, travel expenses of public application researchers were added, and excess funds were 

redistributed at the end of the fiscal year. 

 

Shinya YAMADA and Shigeji OGURA 

Staff members in charge of Collaborative Research 
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Externally Funded Research 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

One of NMJH’s duties is to stimulate research through the acquisition of external funds. This has become 

increasingly necessary each year due to the reduction in operating grants. During this fiscal year, we 

strove to increase applications for Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research, which are contested research 

funds. Mr. Masao Yoshida, Head of the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research Section I, Scientific 

Research Aid Division of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, was 

dispatched to the museum for a briefing. We also held sessions to educate researchers on the reasonable 

use of research grants, which included a seminar on preventing the improper use of such funds. 

 

In fiscal year 2010 (Heisei 22), seven applications for Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research were 

approved. Including those projects receiving ongoing funding, twenty-one research projects were funded. 

The total amount of external funding received was JPY 79,445,000 (refer to the List of Projects under 

Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research). 

 

Shinya YAMADA and Shigeji OGURA 

Staff members in charge of Collaborative Research 
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Research System 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

The planning of all collaborative research performed at the museum is handled by members of the 

Research Support Center, who discuss and adjust the plan for collaborative research projects suggested by 

the museum’s staff and outside researchers. Discussions and presentations are also made to the Executive 

Council Collaborative Research Committee, which includes outside committee members to reflect a 

broad array of opinions from the academic world. 

 

The staff of the museum’s Research Department and outside researchers worked together to implement 

collaborative research. Guest teachers and (long-term) foreign researchers were appointed to research 

projects and public applications for collaborative researchers were invited to enhance the collaborative 

use of the museum. Efforts were made to facilitate the research by employing adjunct researchers and 

research assistants, including researchers from other research institutions. 

 

Hiroo AOYAMA 

Director, Research Support Center 
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International Exchanges 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

NMJH holds international research meetings, invites foreign researchers, and dispatches researchers 

overseas to promote the international expansion of research activities. In fiscal year 2010, the following 

additional efforts were made to strengthen cooperation with overseas research institutions. 

 

1. Conclusion of a New Agreement 

In August 2010, NMJH concluded a new exchange agreement with the Kyungpook National University 

Museum (South Korea) and second-term exchange agreements with the National Folk Museum of Korea 

(South Korea) and the Pusan National University Museum (South Korea). It promoted further academic 

exchanges, targeting new development based on the achievements of the first-term agreement. 

 

2. Enhancement of International Exchanges Based on the Exchange Agreement 

New international exchanges were started with the three organizations with which agreements had been 

concluded in fiscal year 2010. With the Kyungpook National University Museum, NMJH promoted the 

“General Study on International Exchanges between Japan and Korea in Ancient Times: Focusing on the 

History of Negotiations between Wa and Silla,” centered on the fields of archeology and history. With the 

National Folk Museum of Korea, NMJH promoted the “Japan–Korea Area Study by Museum-based 

Integration Research” centered on the field of folklore. With the Pusan National University Museum, it 

promoted the “Analytical Chemistry and Chronological Study of Ancient Human Bones in Japan and 

Korea, and Absolute Age of the Three States Period,” centered on the fields of archeology and analytical 

chemistry. 

 

When holding the joint inter-institutional exhibition “Beyond the Boundary in Asia,” NMJH received 

great support, including exhibition materials lent from the National Museum of Korea (South Korea), 

which has an exchange agreement with the museum. 

 

3. Acceptance of Short-term Invitation of Foreign Researchers 

The short-term invitation project targets young and mid-level researchers in order to build a network with 

overseas research organizations and seek international collaborative research. Short-term foreign 

researchers had been recruited under a newly arranged system the previous fiscal year, and the substantive 



operation of the system commenced this fiscal year. 

 

In fiscal year 2010, five short-term foreign researchers from Europe, the United States, and Asia worked 

collaboratively with NMJH researchers. In the first year, many researchers from various countries were 

invited to participate in the program. 

 

4. Sponsoring International Research Meetings 

In fiscal year 2010, one international symposium, two international research meetings, and one NIHU 

symposium were held. The international symposium “Reflection on 100 Years after Japan’s Annexation of 

Korea” held at the University of Tokyo involved more than 1000 participants and achieved significant 

results as a venue for research information delivery and discussion. The international research meeting 

“Religious Texts and Performance in East Asia” was held at the University of Illinois in the United States. 

It is significant that the chosen venue for a discussion on Asia was the United States, thereby making 

possible the global delivery of information from research projects. 

 

Many foreign researchers from organizations with which NMJH has exchange agreements visited the 

museum for reasons other than exchanges, collaborative research projects, and international research 

meetings. During this fiscal year, researchers from the University of Greifswald (Germany) and Hanyang 

University (South Korea) visited NMJH and interacted with NMJH’s researchers through visits to 

exhibitions and research into materials. 

 

Yoshifumi UENO 

Staff member in charge of International Exchanges 
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Collection of Materials and Publicizing of 
Research - Museum Resource Center - 

 

[Overview] 
 

The Museum Resource Center has jurisdiction over museum activities, focusing on the collection and 

management of materials and exhibitions for publicizing research results. To operate these activities 

effectively, NMJH held monthly meetings at the Museum Resource Center based on two discussions held 

regularly (monthly) among staff in charge of materials, information, and exhibitions. 

 

1. Collection, Production, and Preservation of Materials 

The intensive collection and preservation of materials are crucial for research activities and exhibitions 

that publicize research results at the museum. 

 

This fiscal year, many groups of materials were purchased to further increase and supplement the 

museum’s collections. The purchase of the “Ikuta Collection: Kodo,” a large collection of Kodo and other 

Noh musical instruments, commenced systematically via installments as part of “Materials on Medieval 

and Early Modern Entertainment” from the previous fiscal year, with all the remaining parts purchased by 

fiscal year 2010 (Heisei 22). Large materials, such as folding screens featuring Higashiyama Meisho 

paintings at the end of the Muromachi period, which attracted attention after surfacing a few years ago, 

and the Shosoin document “Yamanobe Shoko Shujitsu” were also purchased to increase the museum’s 

existing collections. 

 

The donated materials “Collection of Modern Textbooks” and “Materials on Nanto Gakujin Kofukuji 

Tsujiie” attracted attention as bulk groups of materials. The former is a valuable group of materials that 

provides an overview of the history of Japanese government-designated textbooks from the Meiji period, 

and the latter is a group of materials expected to be used in various ways with the museum’s collection of 

Gagaku musical instruments. 

 

2. Exhibitions 

As for permanent exhibitions, after the opening of Gallery 6 (Contemporary History) in March of fiscal 

year 2009 (Heisei 21), the Gallery 6 Renewal Committee was continued for a year to maintain and 

improve the exhibitions, while the Early Modern and Modern History Exhibition Promotion Room took 



the initiative to respond to feedback from outside the museum and to accumulate the materials and 

information provided. It was confirmed that continuous examination and discussions are necessary for 

permanent exhibitions, even after they are opened. 

 

As for Gallery 4 (Folklore), the staff of Folklore Studies took the initiative to energetically investigate and 

collect materials with new construction in mind. The old exhibition was closed in the last half of fiscal 

year 2010 (Heisei 22) to make room for the opening of a new exhibition at the end of fiscal year 2012 

(Heisei 24), and the removal of existing exhibits got underway. 

 

The exhibition “Early Modern Period in ‘Artifacts,’” held in the nearby room of Gallery 3 and originally 

classified as a small-scale special exhibition, was reclassified as a feature exhibition at the end of the 

previous fiscal year, and five exhibitions were held: “Japanese Musical Instruments in the Collection by 

the Kishu-Togugawa Family: Biwa,” “Traditional Japanese Morning Glories: Culture of Morning Glories 

in the Museum’s Materials,” “World of Documents of the Hatamoto Honda Family,” “Universe of 

Sugoroku,” and “Hina Doll Display Associated with Princess Kazunomiya.” Despite the limited 

exhibition area, some were reported by the media and attracted considerable interest. The feature 

exhibitions will function well, not only as venues for the effective use of bulk materials collected by 

NMJH but also for the immediate presentation of some of the achievements of the museum’s researchers. 

 

The feature exhibition “Japanese Immigrants: In the United States and the War Era,” which was held with 

the opening of Gallery 6 (Contemporary History) at the end of the previous fiscal year, was in session 

throughout fiscal year 2010 (Heisei 22) and attracted attention as a project that deepened part of the 

exhibition concept of Gallery 6, the migration of people. 

 

As a project related to permanent exhibitions, the prologue was completely renovated. Based on 

examinations by the working groups organized from each gallery, the multi-video system used since the 

museum’s opening was eliminated. The image of a time tunnel combining images of exhibition materials 

was built, thus renovating the gateway into the NMJH’s permanent exhibitions. 

 

The following special exhibitions were held: “Bushi: The Myths and Realities of Japanese Warriors,” 

based on collaborative research achievements; “Beyond the Boundary in Asia,” a joint inter-institutional 

exhibition with NIHU; and “Photo Albums of a Marquis Family: Photo Materials of the Kido Family 

from Kido Takayoshi to Kido Koichi,” based on photographic materials from a collection related to the 

old Marquis Kido family and assembled by the museum. “Bushi: The Myths and Realities of Japanese 

Warriors” is the first special exhibition at NMJH based on the collaborative research project “Resource 

Studies on Warriors and the Samurai Class in Medieval and Early Modern Times” conducted from 



fiscal year 2008 (Heisei 20) through 2010 (Heisei 22). A research meeting based on the special 

exhibition was held after the opening while a research report meeting was scheduled, which realized 

the aim of “Museum-based Research Integration” at the museum. 

 

The Botanical Garden of Everyday Life held four special exhibitions in fiscal year 2010 (Heisei 22): 

“Traditional Primroses,” “Traditional Japanese Morning Glories,” “Traditional Antique 

Chrysanthemums,” and “Winter Flowers ‘Camellia Sasanqua.’” The special exhibitions at the botanical 

garden have become increasingly known as customary events at NMJH. 

 

3. Information Delivery 

The materials accumulated by the NMJH are made available to the public as databases of museum 

collections, with minimum information for effective use as research resources added by the Material 

Surveys. They are also made available to the public in the form of catalogs of documents, catalogs of 

illustrations, or special databases of collections with more in-depth and advanced research information 

added. In fiscal year 2010 (Heisei 22), the “Catalog of Materials Related to the Old Marquis Kido 

Family” was published. The special exhibition “Photo Albums of a Marquis Family” is a summary of part 

of the “Materials Related to the Old Marquis Kido Family,” representing one of the concrete 

achievements of the “Museum-based Research Integration” targeted by NMJH, which includes the 

collection, research, and exhibition of museum materials and information delivery through catalogs, 

illustrations, and databases. 

 

4. Response to the Tohoku Earthquake 

The Tohoku earthquake and tsunami that occurred on March 11 was an extraordinary event in fiscal year 

2010 (Heisei 22). The earthquake registered an upper-five intensity in Sakura City, and lasted a long time. 

Fortunately, damage to exhibition materials and materials stored in the warehouse was minimal, and the 

exhibition rooms and the warehouse only sustained minor damage. However, to ensure safety amid the 

continuing strong aftershocks, and based on the extraordinary situation including the imposition of 

scheduled blackouts, the exhibition rooms were closed from March 12 through the end of the fiscal year. 



 

1 Materials 

 

[Overview] 

 

The main duties of the staff in charge of materials are the collection, production, restoration, and 

preservation of museum materials. 

 

With regard to the collection of materials, “Yamanobe Shoko Shujitsu,” a document from the Shosoin 

treasure house, and the folding screens of “Higashiyama Meisho Paintings,” which depict the landscape 

of medieval Kyoto, were purchased this fiscal year. These materials were stored in the NMJH as research 

resources together with similar materials. As in the previous year, “Ikuta Collection: Kodo,” and “Obi and 

Gojo Kesa of Emperor Reigen,” examples of early modern dyeing and weaving materials, were purchased 

to further increase the museum’s unique collections. All these materials have been studied through 

collaborative research and publicized in special exhibitions, and progress in new research activities is 

expected. 

 

Among the donated materials, the collection of modern textbooks and materials related to Nanto Gakujin 

Tsujiie are particularly notable. The former covers many of the government-designated textbooks in early 

modern times and may be used as material for early modern and modern history exhibitions, which are 

currently expanding. The latter materials may be used for research and exhibitions on the life of Nanto 

Gakujin in early modern times. 

 

With regard to material production, the museum began to produce document replicas by digital 

photography, in response to the policy of enhancing efficiency for the continued production of Shosoin 

Document replicas by introducing new technologies. The production of new costumes for Nyobo 

Shozoku (for winter), which represent dynastic culture and had been exhibited since the opening of the 

NMJH, was completed to refurbish the exhibition, and this renovation was publicized. 

 

In terms of material restoration, among the record books in the former collection of the Hirohashi family, 

which had been under restoration for two years, the restoration of “Ryonogige I” was completed for 

exhibition within and outside the museum. Tachi (unmarked Den Kuniyuki), an important cultural 

property, was also polished for the special exhibition “Bushi: The Myths and Realities of Japanese 



Warriors” held this fiscal year. 

 

To preserve materials, measures were taken as in the previous fiscal year against injurious insects in 

underground areas such as storage locations and research rooms. In addition, the procedure for acceptance 

of research materials purchased with research expenditure and “Danotsuka Kohun Articles,” excavated 

and organized by the NMJH, was arranged in-house so that they would be registered as museum 

collections by transfer. The investigation of the condition of “Materials Related to Modern Life in 

Kanazawa,” which was conducted beginning in the previous fiscal year as a three-year project, continued 

according to plan. New tasks concerning the preservation and management of materials of early modern 

and modern times were examined, while seeking a comprehensive investigation method for historical and 

folkloric materials. 

 

For the project involving the digitization of the NMJH’s photographic materials, the photography, 

storage, and management (e.g., lending) of digital images were discussed in-depth. After a trial period 

of eighteen months, it was officially decided to lend some of the museum’s photographic materials 

externally in the form of digital images. 

 

Kazuki TAKAHASHI 

Staff member in charge of Materials 
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Exhibitions 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

NMJH is an inter-university research institute charged with collecting, arranging, and preserving 

historical materials and information and making them accessible. The museum delivers research results 

and information via “Museum-based Research Integration,” which organically links the collection, 

research, and exhibitions of research resources. NMJH develops permanent exhibitions, feature 

exhibitions, special exhibitions, special exhibitions at the Botanical Garden of Everyday Life, and joint 

inter-institutional exhibitions to be planned and implemented by cooperation among base institutions of 

the NIHU. 

 

As for permanent exhibitions, Gallery 6 (Contemporary History), which opened the previous fiscal year, 

attracted attention from various sectors. In connection with this opening, the feature exhibition “Japanese 

Immigrants: In the United States and the War Era” was also held this fiscal year. Gallery 4 (Folklore), the 

new construction of which continued, was closed on November 23, 2010, and the removal work was 

started. The Exhibition Renewal Committee examined the folklore exhibition concept and collected and 

investigated related materials as before. A partial renovation of the exhibits of Gallery 5 (Modern History) 

was also discussed. 

 

The section of the prologue of permanent exhibitions was modified to reflect the features of each gallery 

and was completed in the motif of a time tunnel. 

 

As for feature exhibitions, “Hina Doll Display Associated with Princess Kazunomiya,” “Japanese 

Musical Instruments in the Collection by the Kishu-Togugawa Family: Biwa,” “World of Documents of 

the Hatamoto Honda Family,” and “Universe of Sugoroku” were held. Among these, the “World of 

Documents of the Hatamoto Honda Family” was held in collaboration with the special exhibition “Bushi: 

The Myths and Realities of Japanese Warriors” and served as an intermediary between the special and 

permanent exhibitions. 

 

The special exhibitions included “Beyond the Boundary in Asia,” “Bushi: The Myths and Realities of 

Japanese Warriors,” and “Photo Albums of a Marquis Family: Photo Materials of the Kido Family from 

Kido Takayoshi to Kido Koichi” (with the session to continue in fiscal year 2011 [Heisei 23]). In 



particular, “Beyond the Boundary in Asia” was held as a joint inter-institutional exhibition in cooperation 

with the National Museum of Ethnology based on the special characteristics of each museum. The 

Botanical Garden of Everyday Life held four special exhibitions of “Traditional Plants of the Seasons” for 

each season. 

 

“Scenes In and Around Kyoto: Version A” was also shown in a permanent exhibition, delivering 

information from research on the NMJH’s rich materials to society. 

 

Jun-ichi KOIKE 

Staff member in charge of Exhibitions 
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Material Surveys 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

NMJH undertakes systematic surveys to ensure the materials held in its collections are widely available 

for research use. The purpose of these systematic projects is to survey and classify basic data on objects, 

such as cataloging information and images, and making such data publicly accessible in various formats, 

including catalogs of documents and illustrations. 

 

Over this fiscal year, NMJH has conducted projects on prehistoric artifacts related to archaeology, 

materials related to the Ino Family (early modern and modern documents), and the Nomura Collection 

(Dress Furnishings I and II). NMJH also published the “Catalog of Materials Related to the Old Marquis 

Kido Family” as a catalog of documents. 

 

Takehiko HIGUCHI 

Staff member in charge of Information 
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Databases 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

NMJH makes three databases publicly available: a database of the museum collections for the purpose of 

making information on the materials held in its collections publicly accessible and positively contributing 

to their use for research purposes; a database that collates the findings of collaborative research and 

bibliographies in various fields of research; and a full-text database, comprising mainly historical records. 

 

This fiscal year, NMJH made two databases available to the public. The first is a database of color 

materials used for cultural properties, the color tones, and the estimated structure of color materials that 

were investigated in documents for each cultural property. The second is a database of settlements in the 

Jomon and Yayoi periods, a compilation of about 25,000 pieces of reported abstract data collected in 

NMJH’s scientific research “The Corpus Research Concerning Settlements in the Jomon and Yayoi 

Periods.” NMJH also updated its existing databases on museum collections, medieval local cities, and 

traditional Japanese folk songs. 

 

These databases are available at http://www.rekihaku.ac.jp/database/ 

 

Takehiko HIGUCHI 

Staff member in charge of Information 
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Publicizing Research Activities and Social 
Cooperation - Museum Outreach Center - 

 

[Overview] 
 

As an inter-university research institute in the form of a museum, NMJH promotes collaborative research 

with universities to deliver the museum’s achievements widely to the public, ranging from domestic and 

overseas researchers to citizens. The Museum Outreach Center performs public relations activities in 

cooperation with the public and schools to promote the use of the museum. Based on the public relations 

policy formulated to broaden understanding of the museum’s research activities and publication of their 

achievements, the Museum Outreach Center developed the following public relations, publication, and 

museum activities with advice from the Advisory Council on Public Relations. 

 

1. Publicizing Research, Exhibitions, and Resources 

(1) Public relations activities 

To promote understanding of NMJH’s research activities, the Museum Outreach Center issued Rekihaku’s 

Vision Examples 2: Practice of Museum-based Research Integration, which describes the reality of the 

“Museum-based Research Integration” as promoted by NMJH. This booklet was distributed to 

universities, research institutes for humanities, and public libraries. 

 

During special exhibitions and Rekihaku Forums, the Museum Outreach Center distributed and posted 

flyers and posters and held three press conferences for journalists in Tokyo to develop effective public 

relations. Prior to the events, the center produced and distributed press releases featuring innovative 

designs and containing easy-to-understand contents for increased media coverage of the NMJH’s 

activities. 

 

The Museum Outreach Center updated the NMJH website twice weekly to ensure that the latest 

information on special exhibitions, forums, and other activities was available and distributed fourteen 

e-mail newsletters. As part of efforts to enhance the delivery of information on research activities, the 

center also published abstracts of papers written by NMJH’s researchers on the museum’s website and 

expanded its English web pages to increase the number of foreign readers. 

 



(2) Lectures and forums 

NMJH held Rekihaku Lectures every month as well as Rekihaku Forums (four forums, including one on 

visual materials) to make the public aware of the museum’s cutting-edge research achievements in 

Japanese history and culture. Each was held as an independent project or alongside special exhibitions to 

facilitate understanding. Rekihaku Forums were held as public relations for the new construction of 

Gallery 4 (Folklore), a permanent exhibition space. All the Rekihaku Forums were held in Tokyo, which 

was effective in familiarizing people who had not yet to visit the NMJH with the museum’s activities. 

 

The Rekihaku Film Series was held on three occasions in the museum’s auditorium to show “Visual 

Materials for Folklore Studies,” produced by the staff of Folklore Studies, and “Visual Materials for Folk 

Cultural Assets,” produced in cooperation with the Agency for Cultural Affairs. 

 

2. Publication Activities 

The Museum Outreach Center published the Bulletin of the National Museum of Japanese History, which 

compiles NMJH’s research achievements, and six issues of the bimonthly magazine REKIHAKU, which 

introduces the museum’s research activities from various aspects. The center also produced abstracts of 

the Rekihaku Forums, which were distributed to participants, and published forum proceedings as well as 

booklets reporting educational activities. Furthermore, the center published the NMJH Annual Report, 

which covers all the information on the museum’s research and various activities. 

 

3. Cooperation with Schools and Society 

The Museum Outreach Center continued to distribute the NMJH Guide for Universities to increase the 

number of universities using the museum so that NMJH can serve its role as an inter-university research 

institute. 

 

NMJH held a five-day training seminar for experts from history museums around Japan. Cosponsored by 

the Agency for Cultural Affairs, it was intended to improve the skills and expertise of participants. The 

continuation of this seminar, which receives around thirty-five trainees each year, has allowed close links 

to be established among history museums nationwide. 

 

The Museum Outreach Center started a biannual meeting of museum–school joint researchers in order to 

practically discuss with elementary, junior high, and high school teachers the utilization of NMJH and the 

wider use of museum facilities and materials for educational purposes. The center also held a training 

program for school teachers, the “NMJH Seminar for Teachers,” over two days, with the goal of 

encouraging the inclusion of exhibitions in school and community educational activities. Although fewer 

than twenty teachers attended the seminar, this training program must be continued because it is an 



effective way to use the museum as an educational venue. 

 

The Museum Outreach Center held events for elementary and junior high school students during summer 

vacation to foster an ongoing interest in Japanese history and culture. 

 

Fumio ADACHI 

Director, Museum Outreach Center 



 

1 Publication of Research Achievements 
through Lectures and Forums 

 

[Overview] 

 

NMJH hosts various events to make its practical research activities widely available. These mainly 

comprise Rekihaku Lectures, programs at the Botanical Garden of Everyday Life, Rekihaku Forums, 

Rekihaku Forums on Visual Materials, Rekihaku Film Series, explanations of exhibits, and various 

hands-on programs for families. NMJH has also edited and published the bimonthly magazine 

REKIHAKU over the years. To encourage public interest in the museum’s activities through such events 

and publications, NMJH has disseminated its research activities and their results based on the 

“Museum-based Research Integration.” 

 

This fiscal year, NMJH held eleven Rekihaku Lectures, eleven programs at the Botanical Garden of 

Everyday Life, three Rekihaku Forums, one Rekihaku Forum on Visual Materials, three Rekihaku Film 

Series, provided explanations of exhibits, held various programs for families, and published six issues of 

the magazine REKIHAKU. The museum held research meetings and presentations reporting on issues 

related to Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research and creative scientific research. It is through publicizing 

research findings and the accompanying debates and responses that NMJH seeks new research 

challenges. 

 

Reiji IWABUCHI 

Staff member in charge of Museum Activities 



 

2 Cooperation with Schools and Society 
 

[Overview] 

 

Public relations and outreach activities are designed to publicize NMJH’s research activities and museum 

activities based on this research and to enhance visitors’ understanding of Japanese culture and history. 

 

Since its opening, NMJH has conducted various projects to accomplish these goals. In recent years, it has 

particularly strived to cooperate with schools, which strengthens the support system, allowing school 

teachers to use the museum more often. NMJH has also started developing international activities by 

becoming involved in the education of foreign university students. 

 

The operation of an always-open hands-on space by registered volunteers took off, and the updating of 

members is running smoothly. The worksheets continue to be renewed, based on the use of the museum 

by schools. Because Gallery 6 (Contemporary History) opened at the end of the fiscal year, new programs 

must be prepared in the future. While considering the past use of the museum, we would like to seek 

better directions. 

 

Koichi MATSUO 

Staff member in charge of Museum Activities 



 

3 
 

Publications 
 

 

[Overview] 
 

NMJH issues several publications as a means of widely publicizing its research activities. These 

communicate the outcomes of various activities not only to the research community, but also to the 

general public. These activities include surveys and research conducted jointly with Japanese and foreign 

researchers in the museum’s capacity as an inter-university research institute, as well as community 

programs conducted at NMJH. 

 

In fiscal year 2010, NMJH published seven volumes of the Bulletin of the National Museum of Japanese 

History, four exhibition catalogs, one catalog of resource materials, and six issues of the history magazine 

REKIHAKU. The museum also prepared reports summarizing the contents of research meetings and 

symposiums on the achievements of international exchanges and projects of joint inter-institutional 

research. To publicize the achievements of past Rekihaku Forums, researchers from within and outside 

NMJH compiled the forums in an anthology that was produced and distributed by a publishing house 

(four publications in fiscal year 2010). 

 

The achievements of various activities providing services to museum visitors based on the principle of 

“Museum-based Research Integration” and undertaken with the cooperation of neighboring school groups 

and volunteers were included in a booklet on NMJH’s educational activities, Let’s Visit Rekihaku: 

Rekihaku Education Programs Report. The museum also published the series Front Line of Historical 

Research, which is mainly a compilation of lectures held annually by the graduate school (Department of 

Japanese History, Graduate University for Advanced Studies) (one publication in fiscal year 2010). 

 

Masaharu NAGASHIMA 

Staff member in charge of Publications 



 

IV 

 

Graduate Education 

 
 

[Overview] 

 

NMJH runs the Department of Japanese History in the Graduate University for Advanced Studies, a 

university with a graduate curriculum with nationwide inter-university research institutes as its base 

institutions. The Department of Japanese History is in the School of Cultural and Social Studies and 

specializes exclusively in three-year doctoral programs (second stage) limited to three students. As an 

educational policy, the department aims to foster researchers with comprehensive high-level abilities by 

hosting numerous resource materials and excellent facilities as a museum and exploiting the features and 

assets of the base institutions engaged in various cutting-edge collaborative research projects. 

 

Its admission policy is to develop human resources, namely to foster researchers who have a wide vision, 

internationality for Japanese history in a broad sense, and the ability to perform advanced research in 

specialized fields based on resource materials, as well as human resources capable of contributing to 

society with high-level research capabilities. The department’s “Image of Desired Students” refers to 

those students with a keen interest in research subjects of Japanese history in a broad sense and adjacent 

fields who are also willing to become independent researchers through continuous and self-motivated 

research activities. Adult students are welcome because their research achievements may contribute to 

specific places of society. 

 

The classes are categorized into “Research on Materials” and “Research on Social History” based on the 

principle of constructing a historical image through resource materials. One professor, in principle, is 

assigned to each class. In addition, the “Methodology of Research on Japanese History” is held as an 

intensive course in the summer and consists of three classes: “Research on Materials,” “Field Research,” 

and “Museum Research.” The classes serve as educational opportunities open to the whole university, as 

well as outside the university as Sokendai Lectures. In fiscal year 2010, one student participated in 

“Research on Materials,” eight students (including two from other departments) in “Field Research,” and 

five students (including two from other departments and one from another university) in “Museum 

Research.” 

 

Doctoral theses are prepared under the guidance of a chief professor and a deputy chief professor. “Basic 

Practice,” headed by all professors, is held three times a year; students present progress reports to 



improve their presentation skills. Academic training is also provided at the museum as a venue for 

research studies on a daily basis. 

 

In addition, a lecture was held by two professors in Tokyo in July, and an orientation for the graduate 

school was held at the museum in September to introduce the Department of Japanese History’s research 

and education to a wide audience. The contents of these lectures are published as a graduate school 

booklet Front Line of Historical Research. In fiscal year 2010, Vol. 13, Tasting Sake with Materials: 

From Production and Consumption (edited by Reiji Iwabuchi and Takahiro Aoki), was published. A 

summary is posted on the website. 

 

As of April 2011, fifteen students were registered in the department, one of whom is a foreign student 

(from South Korea) and seven of whom are adults. Seven students had earned doctoral degrees by 

graduation and one student by writing a thesis in fiscal year 2010. It is wonderful to see past educational 

research achievements reflected in so many degree recipients. 

 

Tsutomu SAITO 

Chair, Department of Japanese History 
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